Ledger Angle
for Coldform Zee Purlins with Welded Clips

Embedded Plate or Anchor Rod, not provided by Metal Building Manufacturer, can be used for connection of Ledger Angle to Other Construction. Customer to specify diameter and spacing of holes if Factory Punching is required.

Embedded Plate or Anchor Rod, not provided by Metal Building Manufacturer, can be used for connection of Ledger Angle to Other Construction. Customer to specify diameter and spacing of holes if Factory Punching is required.

Section "A"
Other Construction not by Metal Building Manufacturer

Section "B"

Other Construction Thickness

Purlin Extension Angle if required

Anti-Roll Clip and/or Anti-Roll Back-Up Clip when required.

Purlin

1/2" A325 Bolts (See Roof Framing Plane if more than 2 are required.)